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Abstract

Recent works have quantified the amount of infor-
mation in a dataset over a model family. Predictive
V-information extends the foundations of Shannon
Information theory by using mutual information
and other concepts of informativeness. Specifically,
V-information takes into account the modeling
power and computational constraints of the user
(Xu et al., 2020 ). Further work has been done to
calculate V-usable information and pointwise V-
information (PVI). (Ethayarajh et. al., 2022) These
metrics allow for comparison between different
datasets or slices of datasets w.r.t. a model fam-
ily. In this paper, we discuss the robustness issues
faced by this metric. These issues are centered
around V-information being sensitive to small per-
turbations in input data. This produces inconsistent
results and therefore limits the real-world usage of
this metric. We also propose a method to estimate
the uncertainty of V-information using dropout lay-
ers. (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016). This will allow
us to determine the Bayesian approximation and
construct a confidence interval for PVI.

1 Introduction

Recent metrics have made it easier to compare the
usefulness of various datasets across a model fam-
ily. V-information and pointwise V-information
quantify the usable information in a dataset. This
is especially useful for natural language processing
tasks because it helps to see the contribution of
individual points in training. It can also be used
to understand the "difficulty" of a dataset in train-
ing a model (Ethayarajh et al., 2021). However,
these metrics are only useful in real-world scenar-
ios if they are robust to small perturbations in input
data. This allows for effective comparison between
datasets or slices of the same dataset.

In this paper, we show that V-information and
pointwise V-information suffer from robustness is-

sues that decreases their usefulness. Specifically,
these issues affect the downstream task perfor-
mance indicated by metrics such as Kendall-Tau
Correlation and top-k intersection. In this paper,
we applied small perturbations on the input data.
Then, we applied to V-information algorithm on
these models to highlight their robustness issues us-
ing the above metrics. These perturbations should
have no effect on the information encoded in the
input data. Still, V-information indicates that there
is a significant enough change to impact the down-
stream task metrics. These issues make it diffi-
cult to compare the V-information across various
datasets on the same model.

In this paper, we propose a method to estimate
the uncertainty on V-information and pointwise V-
information. This is achieved using dropout train-
ing on the original model to get a Bayesian approx-
imation for V-information. Dropout training has
been proven to approximate to Bayesian inference
in deep Gaussian processes (Gal and Ghahramani,
2016).

2 Related Works

Usable information in a dataset. V-information
allows for the estimation of usable information in
different datasets over a model class. It also pro-
vides advantages over Shannon information (Shan-
non, 1948) that are relevant to machine learning
applications. According to the Data Processing In-
equality, post-processing of data cannot increase its
mutual information with a random variable. How-
ever, in many examples such as encryption schemes
and image classification this is not useful. Plain
text will be much more useful information at pre-
dicting the label than encrypted text. V-information
seeks to provide a more intuitive metric for under-
standing the information in dataset. V-information
can be also provably estimated which makes it a
more practical choice for usage (Xu et al., 2020).

Estimating the difficulty of data points.



Pertubation Kendall-Tau Top 10 Intersect Top 25 Intersect Bottom 10 Intersect Bottom 25 Intersect
Seed 1 -3.96e-3 0.20 0.52 0.60 0.60
Seed 2 -6.49e-4 0.60 0.64 0.70 0.60
Repeat -9.76e-3 0.50 0.44 0.30 0.48
Synonym 1 1.07e-2 0.40 0.52 0.70 0.52
Synonym 2 3.72e-3 0.40 0.52 0.60 0.48

Table 1: Summary of different metrics after applying various perturbations mentioned above.

A related metric known as pointwise V-
information(PVI) was introduced to measure the
information from slices or specific points in the
dataset. A high PVI score would indicate that the
point provides a high amount of usable information
that the model can use. In addition, it also indicates
that the point has a high chance being correctly
classified.

However, these works do not discuss the robust-
ness or confidence of V-information measurements.
This makes it difficult to reliably use the metrics
to decide upon the importance of each data point.
Therefore, in some instances a high PVI may re-
sult in an erroneous label because the model is not
confident with the PVI score.

Using Dropout as Bayesian Approximation
Prior work has shown that for deep Gaussian pro-
cesses, Dropout can be used as a Bayesian approx-
imation (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016). In many
cases, neural networks use dropout training to avoid
the problem of overfitting. It has been shown that
dropout can estimate model uncertainty without af-
fecting computational complexity or test accuracy.

3 Method

Calculation of V-Information and PVI. The cal-
culation of V-information first requires the calcu-
lation of v-entropy on the given dataset. We take
X and Y to be random variables and V to be a pre-
dictive family. V-entropy is defined as the small-
est expected log-likelihood that can be achieved
while predicting Y given the observation X using
the model family V. V-information is calculated by
finding the difference in V-entropy when the model
family V is provided with observation X compared
to a null set. V-information allows for comparison
between usable information in different datasets.
Pointwise V-information is calculated similar to V-
information. Instead of calculating the difference
in v-entropy over the entire dataset XxY, it is done
for every single point (x,y) in the dataset. Point-
wise V-information allows for comparison between

Original Repeat Synonym 1
Original - - -
Repeat 91.33 - -
Synonym 1 94.80 88.11 -
Synonym 2 94.59 87.87 98.43

Table 2: Percentage of overlap between PVI confidence
intervals within 2 standard deviations

points in one dataset or slices of a dataset.
Calculating PVI confidence interval. A

dropout layer is added after the BERT embeddings.
This dropout layer is turned on during inference
time, which allows it to compute a variable an-
swer for each inference run. Using this, we can
generate a sample of V-entropy and pointwise V-
information values for each data point. Conse-
quenty, the mean and standard deviation of the
sample can be calculated. This will allow us to
assess the spread of each PVI value in the dataset.
It will also provide a provide a more robust mea-
surement of the PVI of a data point.

4 Experiment

4.1 Experimental Setup
Dataset. We used the Stanford Natural Langugage
Inference (SNLI) dataset. The dataset consists of
sentence pairs that have been manually labelled
for classification as entailment, contradiction, and
neutral. Model. We used the BERT model to train
on the SNLI dataset. BERT is a large language
model that is primarily used for paired sentence
classification. This makes it useful to observe the
information gain across different data points.

4.2 Robustness Issues
Pertubation Methods. We first found the PVI
for the data points in the original dataset trained
on a BERT model. Then, we modified in differ-
ent ways that intuitively do not change the usable
information of the text. The text was modified by
adding repetitive text and synonym replacement,



both of which do not change the syntactic meaning
of the sentence. The repetition was performed by
repeating the input twice. The synonym replace-
ment consisted of replacing one word in the sen-
tence with a close synonym of that word. This was
achieved by using the WordNet database in the Nat-
ural Language Toolkit (NLTK). Then, the PVI was
found on the modified datasets to compare against
the original dataset. We also found the PVI of the
original dataset using two different starting seeds
of the BERT model to study the affect of random
initialization.

Evaluation Metrics. The results from the
original and modified runs were compared using
Kendall-Tau correlation, Top-k intersection and
Bottom-k intersection. These rank based metrics
would allow us to see how robust PVI was with
respect to relative ranking after applying small per-
turbations. The results of these experiments are
illustrated in Table 1. The results clearly illustrate
that PVI results are not robust to small perturba-
tions in the input text. The Kendall-Tau correlation
is close to 0 for all the perturbations, indicating a
weak ranking correlation. (A Kendall-Tau score
of 1 represents identical ranking and -1 represents
opposite ranking.) The bottom-k and top-k inter-
section are also close to 0.50 indicating a weak
correlation near the top and bottom range of PVI
values.

Figure 1: Mean/SD of examples based on classification

4.3 Dropout to estimate confidence
Adding Dropout to embedding space. In prac-
tice, dropout layers are commonly used in training
model to overcome the problem of overfitting. This
is achieved by randomly dropping nodes during
training to decrease the reliance on a particular
node. Dropout layers are also an integral part of

the BERT model. During inference time, dropout
layers are typically frozen in order to provide con-
sistent results across runs. In this paper, we propose
adding a dropout layer during inference time to esti-
mate the confidence of PVI values. Specifically, we
modified the existing BERT model to add a dropout
layers after the word embeddings layer. This al-
lowed us to collect a large sample of PVI values
for each sentence pair in the dataset, dependent of
the randomness of the dropout layer. Using this
sample, the mean and standard deviation of each
sentence pair’s PVI were calculated. This process
was conducted on the original dataset which had
not gone through any perturbation.

PVI confidence interval. A sample of 50 PVI
values consisting of the mean and standard devia-
tion were used to create a confidence interval for
the PVI values. We suggest that this confidence
interval captures a more robust measurement of
the PVI for sentence pairing. We compared the
PVI confidence interval across various perturba-
tions to assess the level of overlap that existed.
Table 2 shows the percentage of overlap within 2
standard deviations for the various perturbations.
The overlap between most datasets is close to 90%.
The lowest level of overlap was found between
the repetition and synonym replacement datasets,
which was around 88%. The two synonym replace-
ment datasets had a high level of overlap which
was around 98%. These results show that the PVI
confidence interval captures the variations from
perturbations very effectively.

Assessing data point "Hardness". The mean
and standard deviation PVI of each point can also
be effectively used to determine the "hardness" of
calculating the PVI of that point. For instance, a
high PVI mean and small standard deviation would
indicate that the point is useful for the model and
also easy to calculate. On the other hand, a small
PVI mean and a high standard deviation would
indicate that the example is not useful for the model
and very hard to calculate.

We propose that using the ratio of mean and
standard deviation is a better way to understand
the usefulness of a data point over simply using
the PVI. We calculated the median PVI grouped
over correctly and incorrectly classified examples.
The median over correctly classified examples is
1.544 and incorrectly classified is -0.567. On the
other hand, the ratio between mean and standard
deviation yielded a median value of -1.492 for in-



Premise Hypothesis Label Mean/SD
A group of people stand near and on a large black
square on the ground with some yellow writing on it. a group of people stand 1 -172.935

A happy woman quite stands in front of a business
that displays a closed sign and looks very animated. A woman stands by a business. 1 -94.317

An older gentleman looks at the camera while he is
building a deck.

An older gentleman in overalls looks at the camera while
he is building a stained red deck in front of a house. 0 -72.032

Two men are shirtless on the beach on a beautiful day. Two men are shirtless. 1 -70.903
A man balances a unicycle using his face and both hands. A man is using his hands. 1 -46.545

Table 3: Top 5 hardest examples in the SLNI test set according to the ratio of mean and standard deviation

correctly classified examples and 214.008 for cor-
rectly classified examples. Therefore, the ratio of-
fers a better defined threshold between hard and
easy examples for the evaluator to classify. Figure
1 also illustrates that high ratio values yield correct
classifications, whereas low ratio values yield in-
correct classifications. This provides an extremely
clear and reliable way of differentiating "hard" and
"easy" examples.

4.4 Qualitative Analysis

Below we highlight the top 5 points with the lowest
mean and standard deviation ratios. These points
have the lowest mean values and very low standard
deviation values. These values have the highest
chance of being misclassifed.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we identify robustness issues with the
pointwise V-information metric. We found the PVI
of the SNLI dataset trained on a BERT model and
compared it to the PVI of various modified datasets.
These issues make it difficult to effectively use PVI
to compare the usefulness of points across datasets.
Then, we proposed a method of using dropout lay-
ers after the BERT embedding layer to generate a
confidence interval for each PVI calculation. The
confidence intervals achieved high overlap between
the original and modified datasets. We also showed
that the ratio of the mean and standard deviation of
PVI values can be used to effectively determine the
difficulty of predicting that example.
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